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Struggling
Filipino vets
remembered
SJSU’s Akbayan Club serves
holiday meal to honor elders
ByJoAnn Peach
Staff Wnter
East met west and young
met old during a luncheon
Saturday that was provided for
Filipino veterans of World War
II
by San Jose
State
University’s Akbayan Club.
The veterans were served
traditional Thanksgiving food,
including turkey and stuffing,
at the Northside Community
Center
downtown.
The
Akbayan Club and several
other Filipino student organizations, including Northern
California Filipino American
Student Organization and
Filipino American Student
Association, also collected
clothing that was given to the
veterans.
The event was intended to
provide Filipino veterans of
World War II a hot meal and a
chance to interact with the
younger Filipino generation,
according to Hideo Ikeda, community service leader for
Akbayan.
"We wanted to bridge the
generation gap between us and
the veterans," Ikeda said.
The members of the club also
wanted to learn about the veterans’ roles in the war and
about their fight to be recognized by the United States,
Ikeda said.
"We want to show them that
we’re here for them, that their
justice is seen by our Filipino
youth," he said.
Members of the Akbayan
Club socialized with the veterans and provided entertain-

ment. The club’s choir sang
both the U.S. and the
Philippine national anthems
and performed a traditional
Filipino dance called the
linikling." The dance is performed with two dancers hopping and turning between two
long bamboo rods. The group
invited several veterans to join
in the dance, but they declined,
saying that they preferred to
watch.
The veterans fought with the
U.S. military during World War
II, said Ben Menor, executive
director of the Northside
Community Center. Since the
Philippines was a U.S. protectorate at the time, thousands of
Filipinos enlisted to fight
alongside American soldiers
against the Japanese.
These "manongs" and "manags"
Filipino terms for
respect to elders
were
allowed entrance to the United
States as citizens in the early
1990s.
Today, they are fighting to be
recognized under the G.I. Bill of
Rights, according to Menor.
Once recognized, these veterans would receive the benefits
covered under the bill, which
guarantees
veterans
who
served in the U.S. military free
full medical coverage and a
pension of up to $1200 a month.
Until then, they subsist with
the aide of Supplemental
Security Income.
However, for many of the
veterans, that is not enough.
"SSI does not provide
enough coverage for medical

(Above) Gina Gapasin, a freshman
at San Francisco State University,
serves cake at a luncheon to honor
Filipino veterans of World War II on
Saturday at Northside Community
Center in San Jose. The luncheon
was provided by Akbayan of San
Jose State University, a club for
Filipino students.

(Left) Deanna Capili, an occupational therapy major at San Jose
State University and member of
Akbayan, talks to Sinay Parayno, a
volunteer
at
the
Northside
Community Center, during a luncheon at the center in downtown
San Jose. Akbayan, along with several other Filipino student organizations, provided a meal and donated
clothes to the Filipino seniors at the
center

See Veterans, page 8
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Nutrition students dish up A different kind of coach
peer education conference Speaker teaches athletes how to survive interviews
By Laurie Ifbillips
Staff Wow
Nutrition can be an interesting thing to teach, especially
when it can be conveyed
through a puppet show
Nutrition students aim to
show that puppet shows and
other alternative methods of
teaching are effective ways to
teach nutrition education at a
mini-conference on Wednesday

from 10:30 a.m. to 1:20 p.m. in
Rooms 229 and 230 of the
Industrial Studies Building.
The event will include three
or four interactive student presentations on nutrition-related
topics and a display of student
posters from this semester.
All 45 students in May
Wang’s Nutrition Education
and Counseling class are
required to design at least one
nutrition education lesson,

known as an intervention, and
present it to an audience in a
form they choose. That format
could consist of a skit, video or
lecture.
"This is a way for students to
contribute to the community,"
Wang said.
She said students have tackled topics such as iron deficiency and anemia through puppet
shows, skits and presentations.

See Nutrition, page 8

SJSU relief drive collects food, drinking water
for Honduran victims of Hurricane Mitch
By Marcus Ulrich
Staff Writer

After seeing the devastation
:aused by Hurricane Mitch to
Honduras, psychology major
Rena Beltran decided she wantto help by organizing a relief
Irive at San Jose State
University.
"I just saw the devastation
ind I felt like I had to do someling to help the people,"
Beltran said.
For one week starting
Nednesday, there will be donaion bins at three locations
iround campus: the Housing
Mice of Joe West Hall, the third
loot of the Health Building near
he elevator and the entrance to
lark Library

All goods donated for the
relief drive will go to people
affected by Hurricane Mitch living in Honduras.
"We’re focusing on Honduras
because they were the ones that
were hardest hit by Hurricane
Mitch," Beltran said.
hit
Hurricane
Mitch
Honduras on Oct. 28, and by the
time the storm was over at least
7,000 people had died and
600,000 were left homeless,
according to the American Red
Cross.
Non-perishable goods including canned food, baby food and
drinking water are the focus of
the drive.
Other supplies, such as toothpaste, soap and bandages, are
also needed, according to

Beltran.
M.E.Ch.A., a Chicano club at
SJSU, and the Hispanic Student
Association will also be helping
with the drive.
"There’s a lot of people in
Honduras in need of aid, and we
wanted to do something to help
those people," said Jose Santos of
M.E.Ch.A.
Goods donated on campus
will take two to seven days to
reach victims in Honduras, Raul
Avila said.
Avila
works
with
the
Christian Community Church in
San Jose.
Beltran said she hopes the
relief drive raises awareness of
in
hardships
people
the
Honduras are facing as a result
of Hurricane Mitch.

By Hugo Rivera
Sufi Writcr

Andrea Kirby has coached athletes such as Pete
Sampras, David Cone and Clyde Drexler not on
how to serve, pitch or slam dunk, but on how to
deal with the media.
Kirby is founder of Andrea Kirby Coaches Inc.,
a Palo Alto-based agency hired by sports teams to
help athletes maintain control under difficult
interviews. She gave a lecture to Bob
McDermand’s information gathering students on
Monday afternoon in Clark Library on how to be
more sensitive when interviewing and on certain
tips for success.
Kirby said her interest in helping athletes cope
with the media began in 1985, when she saw NBA
rookie Patrick Ewing of the New York Knicks
struggle through a news conference with New
York reporters.
She said sometimes athletes have difficulty
dealing with the media because they are young
and inexperienced. However, it is something they
must do.
"They have to get used to the pressure because
it is part of the job," she said.
Kirby told the class of about 20 students that
athletes need to have media -relations training to
keep from losing control and perhaps losing their
tempers. She said any inappropriate behavior by
athletes could cost them and their teams millions
of dollars in fines and endorsements. She showed
the students video footage of athletes and other
sports figures losing their tempers during interviews as an example of how not to handle media
pressure.
"These are good examples of bad behavior in
sports," Kirby said as she showed videos of sports
figures cussing, throwing things at reporters,
yelling and assaulting interviewers and fans.
Most teams have media-relations coaches for
players, some of whom force athletes to attend sessions with them, according to Kirby.

Clayton Staltrr ’Spartan Dallv
Andrea Kirby (left) helps Lance Analla maintain
eye contact while speaking to an audience during
her presentation to journalism students Monday.
"If they want to be there, great If not, well, it’s
harder to (coach) people who do riot want it," she
said.
Kirby said athletes are not always at fault;
sometimes interviewers are to blame for the misbehavior of athletes. Some of the things she said

See Kirby, page 8

Kenny Starr talks
over Levvinsky saga
with Big Al Bundy

Santa Clara County’s
denial of stimulants
kills jailbird dreams
There was a time
when I considered
going to jail. I
thought to myself, "Let’s
see, I haven’t been raped
and I do need a tattoo.
Where in the world could
I get those for free?"
That’s when it came to
me. I would go to jail.
I gave up that idea
after I found out the ban
on smoking was extended
and prisons will no longer
provide inmates with coffee or sugar in Santa
Clara County.
Santa Clara County officials said they are
doing this for health reasons. They say since
nicotine and caffeine are bad for you and sugar
is used for a type of homemade liquor, prisoners
don’t need it and the prison should not be
responsible for providing it. There goes my idea
of going to jail. I don’t think I could deal with life
without cigarettes, caffeine or sugar.
Although this move by Santa Clara County’s
new chief of correction, Tim Ryan, has obviously
deterred me from committing any serious
crimes, I seriously doubt it will work on the
more hardened criminals.
Not only will this move do very little to deter
crime, it could even make it harder to control
prisoners. Inmates, who are already deprived of
freedom and are a little on edge because of it,
now have even more reason to be irritable.
I know how people on the ’outside" act when
they don’t get their daily nicotine, caffeine or
sugar and I can only imagine how people on the
"inside" will react.
About 70 percent of prisoners use nicotine
products, according to several surveys. That’s a
lot of upset prisoners.
One jail decided to reinstate smoking after
several inmates got into a mini-riot over blackmark& cigarettes.
Expect more of the same kind of behavior
when inmates find out they can no longer use
the relatively harmless substances of nicotine,
caffeine and sugar.
Call me a bleeding-heart liberal or any other
name, but I believe prisoners have rights too.
Prisoners should be allowed some freedoms.
Furthermore, the County Office of Corrections
must also realize that it makes little sense to
make inmates any more ornery than they
already are.
Prisoners are not the only ones who will be
hurt by these new rules. Guards and any other
person working in the jail will now have to deal
with these inmates who are pissed off
Ryan said he knows prisoners will not have a
problem getting off these substances because he
was able to do it when he got pneumonia. By his
logic, if he can do it, anyone can.
Ryan is taking the hard line on this one with
quotes like, if they don’t like it, they don’t have
to come back," and "If you stay with us, you’re
going to have to change you whole lifestyle." I
don’t doubt that he has more expertise in prisoner behavior than me, but I have to disagree
with his decision.
Other than saving about $50,000, since prisons will no longer have to buy coffee, these decisions will do very little good to our prisons.
Jeremiah Oshan is the Spartan Daily assistant
sports editor His column appears every Tuesday.

Everybody seems to
be talking about
Bill Clinton and his
Monica
friend,
little
uwinsky.

School-free life outshines parking citation
I wanted those filthy mongrels to sufWaking up Monday, tired and
fer a similar fate, only much, much worse
worn from the long holiday
weekend, I knew it was going to
I wanted them all to get a big, fat
speeding ticket that would cost them
be a bad day.
Yet somehow through it all, it ended
much more than my citation and would
up giving me a whole new outlook on life.
cause their insurance premiums to rise
I finally realized how exciting it was
sharply.
going to be to graduate, despite a whole
"Oh, what sweet revenge that would
semester of feeling indifferent toward my
be," I thought, when it suddenly hit me
upcoming commencement.
like a ton of bricks two more weeks of
this madness and I would be home free.
I’ve had to endure a turbulent ride to
At this point I forgot all about the monachieve this new outlook, but it was
tilt, Sins.1 I it p
worth it.
grels and I couldn’t help but crack a
smile.
As I rolled out of bed to the sound of
pouring rain, I could only imagine the , I Hi
Beautiful thoughts suddenly flooded
IIIus se
hassle I’d have to go through to navigate
my mind. I realized that upon graduation
I would no longer have to stress over
my way to campus and search for a parking spot.
parking citations or parking spaces.
While getting dressed I thought at least a thouNo more walking in the rain and dodging the conWhamond
Dave
by
sand times how torturous my cross training class struction.
would be. After all, who wants exercise after four
No more money blown on countless books that
days of utter laziness? Not me.
were never opened more than once.
Running out the front door, I noticed I was behind
No more green sheets, Scantrons, term papers,
schedule, but arriving near campus I was unusually group presentations and final exams.
lucky at getting a parking space a spot that had
No more registering and adding and dropping, oh
saved me many a time before.
my.
However this time it gave me more than a place
Believe it or not I was walking on air. Eleven
to stash My car while I ran to class.
semesters later and more pounds gained than I
After making the two-block trek in the rain to would have liked, I had come to see that it was
class and back, I was happy to be inside my dry and indeed worth all the aggravation.
warm car again.
Despite disappointing grades and dreadful
Then I made the horrible discovery a neatly
instructors, registration fees and graduation postfolded, sopping wet parking citation had been neat- ponements, I had somehow managed to land on my
ly tucked beneath my windshield wiper.
feet. Who knew I would finally make it?
I couldn’t believe my eyes. I had made the misIt took a $25 parking citation for me to see what
take of parking about seven inches farther than I have ahead of me a life without San Jose State
usual and for that I was punished another $25
University in it. Am I sad about the life I am soon to
out of an already bare wallet.
lead?
My immediate reaction was to wish hateful crap
Yeah, sure I’m as sad as I was happy about the
on badge number blab, blah, blah who had so need- mongrel who stripped me of my last few bucks.
lessly caused me to fall deeper in debt.
I found a whole new outlook on life, but I didn’t
Taking it even further, I wished all those evil lose my thirst for revenge. SJSU has taught me
cart-driving ticket hounds would fall under the well.
same dark cloud I was under.
Yvette Anna Drjo is the Spartan Daily features
editor Her column appears every Tuesday.

If you think there is
nothing new to learn
about the scandal, you’re
wrong. I have just p Iten a
transcript of a conversation between Kenneth
Starr and his buddy, Al
Bundy (the poor guy on
With
...
"Married
Children") at a bar.
Al Bundy: Hey Kenny,
why do you hate Clinton?
Kenneth Starr: He has violated the trust of
the American people and used his interns in
ways that are reprehensible.
Bundy: You sound jealous, Kenny.
I have had many
Starr: No. I mean ... well
interns in my office over the years and not one of
them ever offered to help me relieve my stress.
Bundy: I’ve been married to Peggy for over 20
years, and she has never done that either. How
did you get that Lewinsky broad to talk?
Starr: It’s embarrassing, Al.
Bundy: Kenny, I’m your friend.
Starr: She had me ... put on glasses with a big
nose and mustache and then I had to ...
Bundy: (Explodes in laughter) You performed
oral sex on an intern while wearing funny glasses? An intern!
Starr: Yes.
Bundy: Does Clinton know this?
Starr: Yes.
Bundy: What did he say?
Starr: He laughed at my face. Then I got mad
and mentioned Hillary.
Bundy: Oh, boy.
Starr: I couldn’t even make out most of what
he said. All I could understand was (rhymes with
witch) which he kept saying. After that he
calmed down and spilled out a sob story Hillary
pushes him around. She tells him what to do. He
did not want to bomb Iraq, but she insisted.
Bundy: Those Amazon broads are the worst.
Starr: Chelsea beats him up too. Socks likes to
(Makes slashing gestures) claw at his ankles.
Bundy: This is our president?
Starr: Hillary is the real president. Clinton is
just the stooge. He just takes all the blame.
Bundy: I knew I should have voted for Dole.
He’s a Republican. (Shakes his head) I always
end up voting for a Democrat when I’m drunk.
Starr: Oh, their wives are much worse. They
like whips and leashes with spikes on them. The
voters should just elect a woman president.
They’re going to run everything no matter what.
Bundy: Then I say we elect a gay man as
president! A gay man with no broad holding a
leash over him.
Starr: Bad idea. You know how guys are.
They’ll nuke a country to settle a bet over beer.
Bundy: Yeah, but ... hey, did you say Clinton
takes the blame for everything? Even Monica?
Starr: Yeah.
Bundy: (Grins like a total jackass) Then that
means Monica and Hillary, they ... wow.
Starr: Cool, huh?
Until this scandal finally dies, let’s just keep
having fun with it for cheap laughs. It’s the
American way, after all.
Shane Lewis is a Spartan Daily senior staff
writer

Ninety-eight wrongs do not make four rights for university’s carpool parking program
Here’s some good news,
commuters. The new
parking plan called
"Carpool +" can benefit you.
Four new carpool spaces in the
Seventh Street Parking Garage
have been allocated to reduce
parking problems. Both students and faculty can occupy
these spaces if they carpool with
at least two other people.
The plan is an experiment.
While the new plan is the same
as a regular two-or-more carpool
permit, it rewards carpoolers.
Students who carpool with at
least three others can park in
one of the four new spaces that

are conveniently placed on the
first floor. This is prime parking
for student commuters, who are
teased as they drive by employee spaces on the first two floors
en route to the top three student -eat-student
levels.
Carpooling students can even
enter the the Seventh Street
Garage after it’s been closed due
to being full. If the four "Carpool
+" spaces are filled and show
successful student response,
more spaces will be reserved for
carpoolern. Enough with the
good news, though. The bad
news always prevails when it
comes to parking. Carpooling

doesn’t
work.
Everyone
would love
to see students start carpooling and using
alternate forms of transportation to help eliminate the horrific parking situation, but the fact
of the matter is commuters will
choose convenience over consciousness.
The trouble is finding two
people with anything similar to
your schedule. The odds are better playing the lottery than finding two or more people who have
your class, work, fami y, study,

workout,
eating or
whateveryou -do
schedule to

EDITORIAL

carpool with.
Ma make matters worse, for
every one of those four new
"Carpool +" spaces, 25 non-carpooling students will have to
carpool and park in one of those
four new spaces to even reach
the number of spaces students
had prior to this month. Two
weeks ago, the university cut 98
regular student parking spaces.
The students, always on the low
end of the totem pole, got shaft-

ed again when the university
decided to make those 98 spaces
in the Seventh Street Garage
faculty parking. The faculty
parking was relocated due to the
closure of Lot 4, which cost the
faculty 146 spaces, in order to
house construction work.
You know that old saying,
"Two wrongs don’t make a
right." Well, 98 wrongs don’t
make four rights.
The numbers say it all
roughly 27,000 students to
2,500 faculty members. Taking
parking away from students
doesn’t make sense when they’re
the ones hurting for parking.
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The "Carpool +" timing couldn’t be any worse. After students
had to surrender 98 spaces, the
plan was implemented in the
middle of the semester. Most
parking permits have already
been purchased and it’s too late
to switch over to a carpool pass.
"Carpool +" equals spaces
that no one can use.
Students
fools.
aren’t
Sugarcoating the situation by :
giving us a measly four parking.
spaces while 98 are taken doesn’t work. "Carpool +" will only
subtract parking and worsen
everyone’a already dreadful
parking situation.

Opinion page policies
Readers are encouraged to express themselves on the
Opinion page with a Letter to the

Editor

A Latter to

the Editor is a 200-word response to an issue
or point of view that has appeared in the Spartan Daily

Daily
and length.

Submissions become the property of the Spartan
and may be edited for clarity, grammar, libel

Submissions suet contain the author’s name, address,
phone number, signature and major.
Submissions may be put in the Lettere to the Editor box
at the Spartan Daily Office in Dwight Bente! Hall Room 209,
sent
by
fax
to
1408)
924-3237,
e-mail
at
SDAlLYItmcsjau.edu or mailed to the Spartan Daily
Opinion
Editor, School of Journalism
and
Maas
Communications, San Jose State University, One
Washington Square, San Jose, CA 96192-0149.

Editorials are written by, and are the consensus of,
the Spartan Daily editors, not the staff.
Published opinions and advertisements do not necessarily

reflect the views of the Spartan Daily the School of Journalism
and Mass Communications or SJSU.

$10 for all others. For more information, call Jill Christensen at 9243110.

Today
SCHOOL Or ART AND DESIGN
Student galleries art exhibits
from 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. and receptions
from 6 - 8 p.m in the Art and
Industrial Studies buildings. For
more information, call Scott or
Jenny at 924-4330. Tuesday night
lecture series: SJSU pictorial arts
faculty exhibition walk through
from 5 - 6 p.m in the Natalie &
James Thompson Gallery, located in
the Art Building. For more information, call Andy at 924-4328.
&MU HIV/AIDS Corstirma,
SCHOOL or NURSING AND STUDENT
HEALTH CENTER
World AIDS Day Symposium:
‘AIDS from a global perspective’
from noon - 2 p.m in the Student
Union’s Pacifica Room. Questions
and answers following presentation.
For more information, call Martha
O’Connell at 924-1967.
NUTRITION AND FOOD SCIENCE
DEPARTMENT
Measure your percent body fat
using bio-electrical impedance from
10 a.m. - noon in Central Classroom
Building Room 103. Prices are $5
for students, faculty and staff and

CONDOM CO-OP AND LAMBDA SIGMA
GAMMA
World AIDS Day information
booths and other activities in front
of the Student Union from 9 a.m - 5
p.m. In case of rain, table will be
inside Student Union. For more
information, call Ronne Allen at
924-6143.
HEALTH SCIENCE UNDERGRADUATE
STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
General meeting from 1 - 2:15
p.m. in the Student Union’s
Umunhum Room. For more information, call Barry at 92-HSUSA.
TAU DELTA PHI FRATERNITY
Election Day at 6 p.m. in the
President’s Conference Room in
Tower Hall. For more information,
call Bo Mendoza III at 984-6145.

Wednesday
E.A.R.T.H, CLUB
New environmental club needs
help getting started. First general
meeting at 4:30 p.m. in Washington
Square Hall Room 115. For more
information, call Leena Mahdi at

Sparta Guide

924-8457.

call Courtney Svrdlin at 924-3377.

SCHOOL OF ART AND DESIGN
Student galleries art exhibits
from 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. in the Art and
Industrial Studies buildings. For
more information, call Scott or
Jenny at 924-4330.

RE-ENTRY ADVISORY PROGRAM
Brown bag lunch: end of semester celebration from noon - 1:30
p.m. in the Student Union’s Pacheco
Room. For more information, call
Jane Boyd at 924-5950.

NUTRITION AND FOOD SCIENCE
DEPARTMENT
Nutrition education mini -conference from 1030 am - 1:20 p.m in
the Industrial Studies Building
Room 229/230. For more information, call May Wang at 924-3106.

SJSU PHILOSOPHY DEPARTMENT
Philosophy colloquium led by
Profeseor Peter Hadreas at 4 p.m.
at the University Club, located at
the corner of Eighth and San
Salvador streets. For more information, call Peter Hadreas at 9241376.

SOCIAL SCIENCE, M.E.CH.A. AND
STUDENT NURSING ASSOCIATION
Honduras relief drive: collecting
non-perishable foods until Dec. 8 in
Clark Library Lobby, Health
Building on the third floor and Joe
West Hall Housing Office. For more
information, call Rena Beltran at
268-7624.
SJSU SCHOOL Or Music AND DANCE
Twenty third annual scholarship
concert at 8 p.m. at St. Joseph
Cathedral. For more information.

EPISCOPAL CANTERBURY COMMITTEE
Free dinner and guest speaker:
Rev. Wendy Smith Ph.D. from 5:30 7 p.m. at the Campus Ministry
Center, located at the corner of 10th
and San Carlos streets. For more
information, call Katherine or Seth
at 276-1346.

Thursday
NUTRITION AND FOOD SCIENCE
DEPARTMENT

your percent body fat
using bio-electrical impedance from
10 a.m. - noon in Central Classroom
Building Room 103. Prices are $5
for students, faculty and staff and
$10 for all others. For more information, call Jill Christensen at 924.
3110.
SCHOOL or MUSIC AND DANCE
Images of dance - concert featuring student choreography at 7 p.m.
in SPX Room 19 Studio Theatre. For
more information, call Dawn Wiley
at 924-5041.
SailL/ STAFF ANTIQUE
Craft fair by SJSU staff members from 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. on the second and third floors of the Student
Union. For more information,. call
Ginny Smith at 924-5013.
GAY, LESBIAN AND BISEXUAL
ALLIANCE (GALA)
Welcome back Thanksgiving stories at 3:30 p.m. in the Student
Union’s Guadalupe Room. For more
information, call Juan Ramos at
456-6058.
THE LISTENING HOUR
SJSU World repertory ensemble
from 12:30 p.m. - 1:15 p.m. in the
Music Buildings Concert Hall. For
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Unions find CSU merit pay is without value
Reporters for the Spartan
Daily missed one of the
most important aspects of a
story. The Nov. 18 picketing of
Tower Hall was by all of the
unions at San Jose State
University, not just California
Faculty Association.
Together we are protesting
the way we are all being treated by California State
University management. This
tim3 we marched in support of
CFA. Soon they may be marching in support of us, the
California State Employees
Association (CSEA) or any of
the other unions representing
employees at the CSU campuses.
There are many examples of
management at SJSU and in
the CSU system ignoring the
needs of employees and trying
to negotiate contract language
that is bad language and
erodes employee rights. For
example, for years the CSU
system has had a merit pay
system in place for staff
employees. Under this system,
CSEA-represented employees

were rewarded for good performance. If an employee was not
performing well, that employee
didn’t get a merit salary
increase.
Denial of this pay required a
manager to document a reason.
This documentation of a reason
for denial allowed an employee
to improve his or her performance. Also, if an employee
was denied a merit increase for
reasons that were unfair or
capricious, this system had a
right of appeal.
Now management negotiators are attempting to scrap
this system and replace it with
one that provides for what
management calls a
Performance Based Salary
Increase (PBS!.) Under the
PBSI system, raises are solely
at the discretion of managers.
They are based on evaluations
that are often arbitrary or
capricious. There are few or no
rights of due process for
employees unfairly denied raises. In the next contract management wants to raise the
level of PBSI compensation to

40 percent of the compensation
package.
Management says the PBSI
system is performance-based.
In reality, due to the arbitrariness of it, the system replaces a
performance-based merit system with a patronage-based
salary increase system. If you
look at who is and who is not
getting PBSI’s, you will find a
disproportionate number of
raise recipients are those who
work closest with managers,
deans and directors in the CSU
system. In other words, kiss up
to your boss and get a raise.
That’s why we in CSEA call
it pucker pay, and we’re not
going to stand for it. That is
just one of the reasons we are
joining with CFA and all of our
other union brothers and sisters and saying we’re mad as
hell and we’re standing together.
Steve Sloan
information technology
consultant
journalism

Clinton pushed peace effort
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Clinton
sought to push the Mideast peace effort forward
Monday, meeting with Yasser Arafat and pledging
to nearly double U.S. aid to the Palestinians. "No
peace stands a chance of lasting if it does not deliver real results to ordinary people," Clinton said.
But while he spoke hopefully at an international donors conference of overcoming "bumps in the
road" in the peace process he has fostered, political
tensions between Arafat and Israel were rising
again.
Arafat declared anew that he hoped to establish
an independent Palestinian state. He also accused
Israel of undermining the Palestinian economy
with a "continued siege and frequent closure" of
the borders with Gaza and the West Bank.
Despite U.S. appeals that Arafat tone down his
statehood assertions as premature before negotiating a final settlement with Israel, the Palestinian
leader welcomed pledges of assistance as helpful to
"realize our independence."
Midpoint in the one-day conference nearly $2
billion had been pledged, including $480 million by
the European Union, $200 million by Japan, $100
million by Saudi Arabia, $80 million by Kuwait,
$50 million by the United Arab Emirates and $30
million by Canada.

Impeachment hits obstacles

Holidays lost in confusion of commercialism
M he true essence of the holi-

day diminished ... Gobble!
Gobble! This letter is in
response to the article written
by Yvette Anna Trejo titled
"Holiday frenzy: nightmare
before Christmas."! agree with
what the article had to say and
I think more people should realize that the holiday season has
become a total joke.
Thanksgiving puts a smile on
the faces of cranberry farmers,
poultry farmers, sweet-potato
farmers, and bookies. St.
Valentine’s Day gives the suits
at Hallmark a warm fuzzy feel-

ing. Come Mother’s Day, florists
are the happiest people in town,
having jacked up their prices by
orders of magnitude that would
bring a federal suit down on
any other industry. Easter is a
holiday beloved of devout
Christians - but also of chocolatiers and confectioners and
egg farmers, to say nothing of
the evil trolls who manufacture
the cellophane grass that lines
environmentally unfriendly baskets.
The history of our holidays is
one in which popular festivals
have become ritualized, con-

tained by capitalism, made into
parodies of themselves. The
process of religious or family
piety made into cash-register
song has come to affect nearly
everyone in the global market.
The holidays should be a
time to celebrate meaningful
moments with friends and family. But sometimes they become
so commercialized that their
value gets lost amid the stress
of shopping, wrapping, and
cleaning up.
Najiba Mimi
dental hygiene

WASHINGTON (AP) - The House impeachment inquiry ran into more obstacles Monday as
one witness refused to answer investigators’ questions and the White House brushed off an invitation to have President Clinton testify.
"I don’t think it’s very likely you’ll see the president appear before that committee," White House
spokesman Joe Lockhart said of the invitation

Reading the Spartan Daily
for the past two weeks, I
have noticed a lot of commotion
when it comes to the joint
library issue. I have seen comments made for the proposed
library, and against the library.
I must admit that both sides of
the issue have made it clear
why it is they take a stand on
one side of the issue. Associated
Students and the university
administration have tried vigor-

ously to help place a positive
spin on the issue while opponents have made loud remarks
that aid in dragging the issue
down.
But, what the opponents
have failed to do, is to provide
the AS. and the administration
a possible solution to their
anger on the library issue.
Being outspoken about the
joint library is the opponents’
legal and moral right in the

Kaushik Joglekar
political science
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"An intellectual is a man who takes more words than
necessary to tell more than he knows."
-Dwight D. Eisenhower
34th President of the United States
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January 1999 Class
Begins on January 21, 1999
Affordable tuition
May not need a degree for admission
Program for working adults
Comprehensive legal research and writing program
LINCOLN LAW SCHOOL OF SAN JOSE is accrechtod by Ova CommItte
of Bar Exarmnors of the Stale Bar of California
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$405
$348
$398
$552
$316
$230
$540
$974
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Lima
London
Paris
Zurich
New Orleans
New York
Tokyo
Sydney

102 University Ave.. Ste.0
(next to Blockbuster)
Palo Alto N08J-295-9386
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Includes:
’large
n. room
--11g
Jacuzzi
’King-size
Beds
IF_refs Hot
Breakfast
27" TV’s
with VCR

SCHOOL OF MUSIC AND DANCE
Images of dance- concert featuring student choreography at 7 p.m.
in SPX Room 19 Studio Theatre. For
more information, call Dawn Wiley
at 924-5041.
Sparta Guide Is provided free of charge to
students, faculty and staff The deadline for
entries is noon, three days before desired publi
cation date Entry form. are available in the
Spartan Daily Office Space restrictions may
require editing of submissions

Buy your railpass
before 99 d save!

OF

CUSTOMIZED T SHIRTS!

Friday
CHINESE CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP
Farewell from 2:30 - 4:30 p.m. in
the Student Union’s Almaden Room.
For more information, call Esther
Mar at 298-4693.

NEW YORK (AP) - A merger between Exxon
and Mobil could prompt government antitrust
watchdogs to insist the new company sell off
numerous gas stations and refineries, putting
thousands of jobs in jeopardy.
"Everyone is kind of scared," Richard Hidalgo, a
26-year veteran of Mobil’s 1,200-employee refinery
in Beaumont, Texas, said Monday. "No one really
knows what’s going to happen."
Even without a divestiture order from the government, analysts predict thousands of job cuts,
with estimates reaching as high as 20,000 - or
about 16 percent of the combined work force.
"What you’re talking about here is a classic costcutting scenario ... You merge two companies
together and you basically gut one or both of
them," said Michael Young, an analyst with
Deutsche Bank Securities in Boston.
But even though the merger would form the
world’s largest oil company, most analysts said
Monday they don’t expect worries about industry
dominance to be strong enough to kill the deal.
"When the final analysis is made, it will be
determined that the industry remains highly fragmented and highly competitive," Young said.

-H. Norman Schwartzkopf
retired Army general

T-1(

SCHOOL or ART AND DESIGN
Student galleries art exhibits
from 10 a.m. - 4 p.m in the Art and
Industrial Studies building.. For
more information, call Scott or
Jenny at 924-4330.

Merger puts jobs at risk

"Leadership is a potent combination of strategy
and character. But, if you must be without one, be without the strategy."

United States. But it is also
their responsibility to provide a
possible solution to the issue.
Without it, neither the administration nor the A.S. can work
with the opponents to finally
build or not to build the joint
library.

111JSU TSUNAMI ANIME
Weekly meeting with video showing from 7 - 930 p.m. in
Washington Square Hall Room 109.
For more information, call Ian at
873-2534.

from the House Judiciary Committee.
The White House was still weighing whether to
send a team of lawyers to make the president’s
case on his behalf, other aides said.
During a private session with impeachment
investigators, Maryland Democratic operative
Nathan Landow invoked his Fifth Amendment
right against self-incrimination and declined to
answer questions, according to a committee official
who spoke only on condition of anonymity. Landow
refused to comment as he left the hour-long meeting.
Committee members and aides tried to question
the real estate developer about whether he was
aware of any effort to influence the testimony of
former White House volunteer Kathleen Willey,
who has accused Clinton of making a sexual
advance in 1993. Mrs. Willey has testified she discussed her testimony with Landow.

Quotesfor the Day

Joint library opponents should provide alternatives

more information, call Joan Stubb
at 924-4631.

(408) 434-0727
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Letter-to-the -editor writers need to do more, complain less
rro be fair to most of the readers, I will use the Nov. 9 issue
of the Spartan Daily to help
illustrate my point. Then, on
your own, you can think back to
all the issues and sense the
trend.
It’s frustrating to read about
people complaining. It seems
they have no intention of actively doing something about that
particular issue.
For instance, Liz Rivera stated how unhappy she is about the
present and future parking situation. Hey, see the light bulb,
commute, just do something. You
even mention how we need to be
more proactive. How about get-

ting yourself to do something
before you try (weakly) to tackle
San Jose State University?
Then we have Tyson Sorci. At
least he is on the right track. He
writes positively and with hope.
He states, "I have been amazed
by the angry flow of letters in
our Spartan Daily." I agree. I also
encourage him to take that goodness and channel it into something for SJSU since he cares so
much. He might just have what
it takes to help the issue we have
here.
Then we have a professor,
Robert B. Stringham, who wrote
a letter about the appearance of
a photo on the front page of our

Spartan Daily which he thought
was demeaning to women. He
wrote clearly and supported
what he thought. Do you hear
the bells also? He’s going to do
something about it. Thank you. I
personally appreciate your
actions and respect your standing ground.
Now, some might question
how proactive I might be. Well,
let me tell you before you waste
ink. I’ll address the freshest of
them, the parking situation and
the joint library issue.
I don’t drive to school, never
have and never will. I commute
and LOVE IT! So I’m giving up a
spot for another who might need

it.
The library is very important
to me as well as others. I have
attended all the meetings and
rallies and have read fliers and
literature on the joint library
proposal.
Yes, I did vote. I voted "no" on
Proposition IA. I privately complain, though I publicly act and
don’t become part of the couch.
So please, either prove to me
you are proactive in the issue(s)
you care about or just shut up
and stop writing letters.
SJSU is not built on whiners.
Susan L. Piepho
sociology

Racists still common in America; five ways to test yourself
4C110 acists come in many different colors" was an article filled with reality checks.
Racism is now such a taboo
subject in society because, let’s
face it, everyone is too afraid of
being accused of being a racist.
For example, you are sitting
in your "culture and ethnic studies" class and the professor asks
for any insights on the topics of
culture and stereotypes for ethnic groups. You peer around the
room waiting for someone to volunteer, but after 30 seconds of
complete silence with the
exception of pages flipping as if
the answers were in a book
you notice the blank stares,
including your own. This sce-

nario is quite common because, roll your eyes when a group of she said as being offensive.
frankly, no one wants to acciden- people are speaking in their forI understand that my list is
tally offend someone else and so eign language.
not nearly as complete as it
it is avoided altogether.
And, my all-time favorite:
should be and it may not be the
By now you’re probably askYou
equate being an perfect indicator for racism, but
ing yourself, "Am I a racist or American with being white.
being able to discuss such a sennot?" Well, here is a dependable
This last one seems to disturb sitive subject is the first step in
set of guidelines to help you fig- me the most solely because the the right direction.
ure that out,
person thinking that way probaSociety needs to address the
You use the term "You peo- bly doesn’t see what is wrong issue because it has not gone
ple...".
with the picture. For example, a away. In fact, racism is alive, fesInstead of saying "That friend of mine said to me the tering and well. However, you
girl," you insist on placing other day that she had the best don’t have to take my word for it.
"black," "Mexican" or "Asian" Chinese food in town and that Just ask the man walking down
before the word girl.
she and her family were sur- the sidewalk who witnessed a
You assume that someone prised they were the only woman tightening her grip on
does not understand or speak "Americans" there. It was appar- her purse due to his presence.
English based on their pheno- ent to me that she saw nothing
typic characteristics,
wrong with her comment. She
Ivy Tseng
You can’t help but stare and obviously did not think of what
political science

People should Mexicans lack fair chance at immigration
Jam writing in response to the lar, and our country’s unfair for most Mexican citizens to
letter written by Daniel immigration
policies.
Mr. immigrate to this country under
exercise more Offerman
in your Nov. 24 issue, Offerman also states that any circumstances. This holds
about illegal immigration. It "Mexicans are still welcome to true for citizens from other Latin
troubles me that Mr. Offerman come to this country legally." American countries as well. All
and eat less
believes that "letting illegals This is not true.
immigrants should have an

Thank you, Julia B. Wright,
for clarifying the "Meathead
Diet" (Nov. 17).
In the desperate quest to lose
weight, many people take on
such diets without conducting
the proper research and in the
long run may end up causing
damage to their bodies. I should
know. I was one of them. Last
Year, I was on a high protein,
low carbohydrate diet. I was
successful at first, but the fact
that I was depriving myself of
sonic’ of my favorite foods drove
me insane
After months of agony, 1 concluded my deprivation was not
going to work. So, now I limit
my food intake overall and as
you suggested, exercise. I am
not a perfect size 5, but I’m
healthy’ ’
lktonica Varela
political science

(into our country) and letting
them use our government services is a disgrace to all the people who immigrated here legally."
The disgrace is in our country’s unfair perception of
Mexican immigrants in particu-

If you are an immigrant from
Europe, you are welcomed to this
country with open arms.
However, if you are an immigrant from Mexico, you are considered inferior and are not welcomed. It is extremely difficult

equal opportunity to immigrate
to this country legally. Until this
happens, unfair stereotypes and
misconceptions will persist.
Robert Davidson
political science

Students capable of making own decisions
n response to the letter in the
Nov. 17 issue of the Spartan
Daily:
Mr. Waseem lqbal seems to
think students are idiots. He is
as guilty of stereotyping as he
accuses Hollywood of being
stereotypical. I am sure most of
the students at San Jose State
University are aware of the fact
that not all Muslims are terrorist extremists. Our government
targets Islam to create a sense of

nationalism in its citizens in
order to continue to justify exorbitant military spending.
Does Mr. Iqbal truly think
students have any say in what
our government does? It makes
me wonder how many students
are in the top 3 percent of the
population that benefits from
our country’s exploitive international policies. I think none!
Believe me, if they had a
bomb that could put brains in

someone’s head, our leaders
need it. Until that day, we should
take a stand to individually promote understanding between
peoples of other nations in hope
that someday our leaders will
find some other motive than the
almighty dollar to make the
world a peaceful place.
Shirley Haynes
political science

Administrators ignore requests
for more parking; should use
Park and Ride themselves
One would think that with all
the recent controversy
or
regarding student parking
San Jose State
lack thereof
University’s so-called parking
supervisors would balk at the
idea of reducing the space allotted to students. It seems as if our
complaints have once again fallen on deaf ears.
For those who have yet to
notice, the closure of Lot 4 has
resulted in 98 student parking
spaces being replaced with
employee parking. As convenient
as this may seem for the administration and faculty, how do
they dare undermine our constant requests for more parking
for students?!
In the Nov. 16 edition of the
Spartan Daily, a front-page article titled "Ninety-eight student
spaces axed," quoted Bill
Gafford, a parking supervisor, as
saying, "Every time we add more
’E’ spaces it puts more pressure
on the students (to find a
space)."
So what’s the problem?
Were other alternatives considered before reducing an

already depleted number of student spaces?
Every time students complain
about parking, all we hear is
"Park and Ride" this and "Park
and Ride" that. Why can’t the
employees who use Lot 4 utilize
all the empty spaces at the Park
and Ride Lot until the construction is finished? After all, it was
administration
which
the
repeatedly said that there were
so many empty spaces that students weren’t taking advantage
of. Why is this situation any different? Is the administration
sending students a message by
saying that their time is of more
value than their students?
Ninety-eight may not seem
like a significant number of
spaces, but in the long run, students will be greatly affected.
After all, that is 98 spaces every
day from now until the construction is completed.
The students are who make
this school. Once again, we have
been given no respect.
Chris Lee
electrical engineering

Hollywood executives putting
Muslim’s image under siege
This letter is in response to
the article on stereotyping
Muslims, which discusses the
guest speaker brought to SJSU
by
the
Muslim
Student
Association. First of all, I would
like to express that Hollywood’s
misunderstanding of Islam is
anything but a misunderstanding. It’s a war run by big shot
Hollywood executives against
Muslims.
As we all know or may not
know, Islam is a religion on the
rise and statistics have shown
that Islam will soon, by early
next decade, be the second most
populous religion next to

REALITY
CHECK"’

Christianity. This shocks some
narrow-minded people, such as
the makers of movies like "The
Siege" or "Peacemaker" two of
many anti -Islamic movies.
The sad thing is that the
American public will think that
the fantasies portrayed in these
flicks are real. The Hollywood
executives, big shots and anti Islamic producers know this and
therefore will create such
movies to brainwash the simpleminded movie-goers.
Najiba Mimi
dental hygiene
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Saddam should be bombed
The article "Sanctions against
Iraq just embolden Saddam
Hussein" in the Nov. 19 Spartan
Daily was not well thought out.
Saddam is a terrorist and you
deal with a terrorist with a knife
at his throat and a tsiot heel on
his chest.
In no way can we support him
or anyone who allies themselves
with him To trade with him is
like trading with the devil.
It is the same as condoning
his actions. Instead of trying to
negotiate with him, we should
cut off all trading and strike at
anything that we find threatening. Once he pops his ugly head

up, we should cut it off
No warnings, no stalling, just
plain lethal air and sea strikes.
Of course there are going to
be innocent people hurt, but it
will go towards a better world A
man like this cannot be reasoned
with. My opinion is to stop with
diplomacy and send in our airmen, sailors, soldiers and
Marines. Have them totally
eradicate all he stands for, and
all he holds dear. Then, and only
then, will there be a little more
peace in that part of the world.
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CHINESE CUISINE - FOOD TO GO
Mandarin & SzPchuan Cuisine
Box Lunches To Go
111
Lunch and Dinner
Catering Available
Amt
vi".
294-3303 or 998-9427

131 E. Jackson Street
6 Blocks North of Santa Clara Between 3rd and 4th Street
5000TING THE MESSENGER

Immortality for 835?

Ty S. Sorci
political science

West Valley College Alumni and Friends
Join the 35th Anniversary celebration
and create a pemianent memento of your
association with West Valley. For just
$35 you can have a brick with your
message of up to 3 lines in the 35th
Anniversary Court. Or give one as a
unique, personal gift, or memorial.

4th Annual SJSU Staff Artique
Thursday, December 3, 1998
9:00 am - 4:00 pm Student Union

Come Join Us!
Come discover what the SJSU
staff do outside of their 9 to 5
jobs, find a special gift for
someone you love or treat
yourself, or just come enjoy the
refreshments and enter to win a
door prize!

For more information and an order form,
call 741-2165 or visit the 35th Anniversary web site at
WWWVANStvallecedubwc/35th. Click on "A Place in the
Heart" and be a part of West Valley forever!
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Spartans get
grade report
Editor’s note: Looking back on
the 1998 season, the Spartan
Daily sports staff has evaluated
San Jose State University’s football team and graded its positions based on performances

Surprisingly, head coach Dave
Baldwin did not seem concerned
about the future at the offensive
line even though Fe’esago was
the only player to start who will
return.

Byf eremiah Oshm
Assistant Sports Editor
and Aaron Williams
Senior Staff Writer

Running Back: BDespite missing a good deal of
preseason training, Carlos
Ideas opened the season with
his third straight 100-yard performance in helping the
Spartans upset the Cardinal. He
never repeated the feat.
That was not entirely his
fault. Deonce Whitaker produced
several
impressive games,
including a 177-yard performance against Fresno.
The running back position
was not all that consistent, but it
never cost the Spartans a game.
The running backs rarely fumbled, produced 16 touchdowns
and averaged over four yards per
carry

Offense: B.

Quarterback: C+
At times, Chris Kasteler
looked like the answer. At others,
Kasteler looked like a big question mark. He saw his first
action against University of
Oregon, where he was not especially spectacular, and split time
with Marcus Arroyo. He showed
signs of breaking through
against University of New
Mexico and University of
San Jose State University w Ids receiver Eric Ruhle outruns
Virginia with solid perforUniversity of New Mexico players in his 59-yard reception at Spartan
mances, but his performances
Wide Receiver: C
against Rice University and
Oliver Newell caught five be hopeful about next season
Returning: A
as
University of Texas-El Paso touchdowns but was shut out in
Whitaker set the NCAA
essentially won him the job. He the last four games. Casey Le all are either juniors or sophoplayed the last three quarters of Blanc established himself as a mores. They were always around Division I record for most kickoff
return yards with 1,214 and set
each game. Against Rice he led good possession receiver, but the ball and were big hitters.
an NCAA record for most
the Spartans to the winning rarely broke big plays. Waking
returns in a season with 51.
Secondary: B+
touchdown and against UTEP Bailey, Shawn Green, Gabe
He averaged 23.8 yards per
This was perhaps the only
he was 18-for-37 with two touch- Payne and Eric Ruhle played
consistent bright spot on defense return and almost broke several
downs. His best game of the sea- well when thrown to, but were
for SJSU. Lyle West led the for touchdowns.
son was against Brigham Young not used very much.
Spartans once again in tackles
Two of the most exciting plays
University when he completed
The sextet combined for 11 with 120. He should get a shot to of the season came on returns.
22 of 32 passes for 319 yards and touchdowns, 1,778 yards and continue his career in the
Le Blanc took an onside kick the
pros.
134 catches. Their numbers were
four touchdowns.
Omarr Smith was SJSU’s big distance in the first game of the
From there, it went downhill. not bad, but none of them ever
play man, coming up with three season and Smith went 88 yards
He was downright bad against dominated a game.
interceptions.
with a punt against Fresno.
Payne, Ruhle and Newell are
Utah, San Diego State and
The secondary’s pass coverage
Fresno State University. In those seniors, but the remaining three was so good it became an easy
Coverage: C
three games he completed 33 of played well enough to give decision to run the ball against
The opponents scored three
82 passes for 354 yards and five Baldwin hope for the future. The the Spartans.
touchdowns on returns. The
interceptions.
main need, Baldwin said, is
biggest of them followed Smith’s
Still, he played well enough to someone with breakaway speed.
Special Teams: B
touchdown against Fresno.
earn second-team all-Western
Kicking: BJaime Kimbrough went 96
Athletic Conference honors.
Tight End: B+
David Silberstein was money yards and was not even touched
Brian Vye and Arroyo the
This position was used pri- on extra points. He connected on on his trip to the end zone.
other two quarterbacks which marily for blocking but by the all 33.
The Spartans covered punts
saw considerable action were
end of the season had become a
His field goal kicking was not reasonably well, holding their
also inconsistent. Vye had the very viable part of the offense.
as spectacular. He connected on opponents to an average of nine
game of his life when he led the
Once he returned from an eight of 13, but his longest of the yards per return but gave up
Spartans in a season-opening early-season injury, Brandon season was from 39 yards.
almost 25 yards per return on
upset over Stanford University. Knapp’s play was outstanding.
When he kicked oft it was kickoffs.
He lost the job when the He only caught two touchdowns, inadequate. His kicks usually
Spartans were upset by the but seemed to come up big when landed near the 10-yard line, but
Coaching: C
Univeristy of Idaho in the second it counted. His second of the sea- kicking off was not his primary
Dave Baldwin devising a
game of the season. There was a son got the Spartans back in the job.
strategy to beat Stanford was
taste of redemption when he game against Fresno.
Tim Morgan did an adequate genius. Letting his team come
almost led the Spartans to a
job kicking off but was inconsis- out flat in a sure "W" against
comeback victory over Fresno,
Defense: C+
tent on punts. Sometimes he Idaho wasn’t. The downside to
but the bid fell short when he
Defensive Line: Dlooked like a stud, booming his the Spartans was that one week
was intercepted at the end of the
The loss of Edgar Nava in the punts 50-plus yards. He even they looked like world beaters,
game.
Idaho game spelled doom for the had a long punt of 76 yards.
and the next week they looked
Kasteler will compete with Spartans. Opponents soon realThe only problem was, he like a Pop Warner team.
Arroyo, George Harp and an un- ized how thin SJSU was up front averaged only 37 yards per punt
This is where Baldwin needed
named junior college transfer for on defense and exploited that and had several which went less to pull strings and make switchthe QB position next year.
fact. A team running for more than 20.
es during the game. Not pulling
than 200 yards seemed to be the
Offensive Line: B
rule rather than the exceptiot,
If there was any consistency against the Spartans.
on offense, it was at the offensive
line. Dave Loverne, Harry
Linebackers: C
Daniels, Jason Santos, Richie
The linebackers did an adeCastro and Todd James
all quate job considering they were
seniors
usually
kept the often the first line of defense
opposing defenders off their after a running back had busted
quarterback and were adequate through the d-line. Sam Sherrod
on the run.
(64 tackles), Jeff Wucinich (69
Freshman Chris Fe’esago tackles), Josh Parry (76 tackles)
started several games and and Ron-Jon Acuna (54 tackles)
played well at tackle.
gave Spartan fans something to

Student
Internet Access

THE ARMY CAN HELP YOU
GETA t40/000 EDGE
ON COLLEGE.
The Army can help you get an edge on life and earn up to
$40,000 for college through the Montgomery GI Bill plus the Army
College Fund.
Here’s how it works. Enlist
for four years. You then contribute $100 a month for the
first year from your $11,100
first year salary. The Army
4
then contributes the remainder. Enlist for three years and
-171r11,0
you earn $33,000 or enlist for
two years and earn $26,500.
Army opportunities get
better every day. If you
qualify, you could train in one of over 2(() challenging and rewarding high-tech skills in fields like avionics and electronics, satellites
and microwave communications, computer and radar operationsjust to namt a few.
It makes sense to earn while you learn. For more information
about getting money for college, call your Army Recruiter today.

1 -800-USA-ARMY

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE:
www goarmY COITI

Chris Preovolos/ Spartan Daily
Stadium on Sept. 26. The six Spartan receivers combined for 1,778
yards this year.
Kasteler in the Utah and SDSU
games was a prime example. The
other criticism of Baldwin and
staff is the predictable offense
they often ran.
The vanilla offense SJSU ran
out of necessity, because of two
young quarterbacks, was the flavor of the month for most opponents.
The upside of Baldwin and his
staff was that they took a team
which pundits predicted would
be worse than the University of
Hawai’i and drove it to a 4-8
record.
Four of SJSU’s losses could
have easily been turned into victories, had the breaks gone the
right way.
The future does look bright
for Baldwin. Heading into the
New WAC should give SJSU a
legitimate shot at winning the
thing outright. If recruiting goes
well
finding defensive line
help and a replacement for lost
secondary members SJSU
will improve on its four-win season.

T op
Ten

Post,season Honors:
Best Win: Stanford 35-23
Worst Loss: SDSU 34-6
Best Performance (Team):
BYU 46-43 loss
Worst Performance (Team):
Idaho 17-12 loss
Best Performance (Individual):
Chris Kasteler 22 of 32 for
319 yards and four touchdowns
against BYU
Worst Performance (Individual):
Chris Kasteler 7 of 23 for 65
yards against SDSU
Biggest Surprise: Deonce
Whitaker
Biggest
Disappointment:
Defensive line
Biggest off-season need:
Defensive line help
Reason to watch the Spartans
next year: A backfield with
Marcus
Arroyo,
Deonce
Whitaker and Roger Ratliff
Offensive Players of the Year:
Deonce Whitaker, Chris Kasteler
Defensive Players of the Year:
Lyle West, Omarr Smith
Team MVP: Lyle West
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DiCaprio, Allen make ’Celebrity’ a hit
By Lance Swenson
Correspondent

rREVIEW

Woody Allen’s new film
"Celebrity" is an extremely
sophisticated, serious romantic
comedy that takes place in
Manhattan’s ritzy world of television, films, fashion and book
publishing.

_1

The film is a poignant look at
these industrie’s people and
gives us insight into their
romantic and professional lives.
As is the case with many of
Allen’s films, the cast is unbelievable.

Kenneth Branagh, Leonardo DfCaprio, Gretchen Mol and Adrian
Grenier (from left) roll the dice in a scene from "Celebrity."

The movie features many of
the film world’s most notable
performers, including Leonardo
DiCaprio, Kenneth Branagh,
Judy Davis, Joe Mantegna and
Winona Ryder.
The film centers on a divorced
couple, Lee and Robin Simon
played by Branagh and Davis
who meet again as they are trying to sort out their new lives.
Branagh plays a writer who’s
always finding the most trendy
new thing.
If he’s writing a novel, he feels
like he should be writing screenplays. He’s never satisfied and is
always looking for something
new, hence the divorce from his
wife of 18 years, whom he still
seems to love.
Davis’ character, confronted
with the reality of the situation,
nearly goes crazy in a series of
hilarious scenes about her handling of the breakup.
Eventually she meets a great
guy, a television executive played
by Montegna. She thinks he is
too good to be true.
Totally amazed that this man
would even consider her, she
accepts his advances while
remaining skeptical of the situation.
Wonderfully, her character
begins to transform herself.
Through a series of lucky breaks,
she finds happiness in the world
she used to despise. Davis gives
an unabashedly funny and real
performance.
Branagh tries to endear himself to famous people in order to
further his professional career.
Along the way, he meets all sorts
of glamour types, including a
frighteningly thin Melanie
Griffith, who looks radiant as a

Artist scores with sexy style
By Sandra L. Avila
_Stall Writer
_ _

Pop singers have a new addition
Sinead Lohan, who has
an alluring voice and a catchy
CD, called "No Mermaid," that
will entice listeners.
Lohan’s songs on the I2 -track
release puts some veteran pop
singers’ music to shame.
What makes Lohan’s music
beautiful is her soft, sexy voice
and her unique style of lyrics.
All 12 songs on the CD are
metaphorical and the listener’s
imagination can run wild when
translating the tunes.
Unlike most artists, Lohan’s
messages address everyday
issues.
Her new release varies from
fast and upbeat songs to very
slow and sad songs.
In "Loose Ends," the shortest
and one of the sad songs on the
CD, Lohan sings gently, asking
someone she loves to stop hiding
who they are and for them to
release their pain.

"You can come out now, it is
time to be unburdened."
As she slowly utters the
lyrics, the instruments play a
similar sad tune the guitars
are softly strummed and the
drums are gently tapped.
In the metaphorical tune "No
Mermaid," Lohan sings with a
seductive whisper.
It appears that she is preventing herself from being a possession or being owned by
another person.
"I am no mermaid and I am
no fisherman’s slave."
The guitar adds a nice

somber touch and complements
the singer’s mellow voice.
Lohan’s lyrics ara not
straightforward, but the melody
is an indicator as to whether the
song is happy or sad.
In the short song "Out of the
Woods," the melody is great and
it has a dancing beat but to
interpret the lyrics is puzzling.
"I wish you over the moon,
come out of the question and be."
Lohan’s last song, "Diving to
be Deeper," is the only song on
the CD that has a western
melody.
The fast drumming beat and
quick strumming of the guitar
make the listener want to get up
and jam.
It is another song that talks
about a relationship of two individuals, but to interpret it is
complex and left up to the listener’s imagination.
Lohan’s name might be unfamiliar to many pop music listeners, but with such an amazing
voice, her new CD won’t be collecting dust sitting on store
shelves.
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Winona Ryder and Kenneth Branagh give an unbelievable performance in Woody Allen’s "Celebrity."
The film takes an awkward look at love, marriage and divorce in the ritzy area of Manhattan New York.
famous actress.
He also meets DiCaprio, who
plays an idolized young actor
very much like the one that he is
today.
DiCaprio is great in his small
role. He plays a movie star who
trashes his hotel and beats up
his girlfriend.
Branagh’s character is looking for an up-and-coming hunk
to star in his latest screenplay,
which makes DiCaprio the perfect fit.
The funniest thing about this
scene is that DiCaprio’s character is so busy being a celebrity
that he has time for virtually

nothing else. Branagh keeps
asking DiCaprio to read his
script. Instead, DiCaprio wants
Branagh to join him and his
throng of women for group sex.
Ryder does some of her best
work in "Celebrity." She is the
second woman of Branagh’s
affections.
Their relationship is doomed
to fail because of his unwillingness to commit to anything.
She plays a young actress
looking to improve her lot in life.
As is the case with his other girlfriends when their relationship
ends, his luck is bad and her luck
is good.

"Celebrity" is shot in black
and white to bring an element of
melancholy to the film. The photography is beautifully done in a
wonderful contrast of blacks,
whites and grays that lends
itself to the inherent sadness of
Branagh’s character.
"Celebrity" ultimately revels
in its theme of how we select our
celebrities.
It proclaims that fame is simply a product of luck and with
fame comes certain consequences many are not able to
deal with. It’s a movie that
makes you laugh and think at
the same time.

Pavarotti joins Spice Girls, others on TV
NEW YORK (AP) Luciano
Pavarotti is not deserting opera
but he does have another side
pop music.
On "Pavarotti and Friends,"
the superstar tenor sings with
the Spice Girls, Stevie Wonder
and Trisha Yearwood.
The show, called "Great
Performances," airs on PBS
Wednesday at 8 p.m. EST.
Videotaped last summer in a

park in Modena, Italy, this is the
Spice Girls’ first performance
without Ginger. As they all join
in "Viva Forever," Pavarotti
moves. That, he concedes, may
have made the Spice Girls nervous.
Pavarotti telephones directly
to invite colleagues, who perform
free. "They always accept with
pleasure," he says. Thirty-two
thousand tickets were sold,

raised more than $1 million to
help children in Liberia.
Pop music has offered
Pavarotti lifelong pleasure. He
even points out, with pride, that
one of his first albums included
an Italian song popular when he
was a kid. And his frequent
smiles, often when others sing,
reinforce this. The camera catches what he calls the ’happiness
in my soul when I am there.’

Take the next step in your
educational career now.
Learn about today’s
leading graduate sdiool
for tomorrow’s
health care providers.
Samuel Merritt College at

1995

Summit Medical Center in
Oakland, a leader in health
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SHARE 2 IBORM LUXURY APT.
adjacent to SJSU. $600/month
utilities inPuded. 408-2984810.

1.9141 PONTIAC 6000 STE Sew
94k mi. Runs great. $2500/otio.
Call 281-2591

RIMMO

*AFFORDABLE & EXPERIDICED
Graduate Studies, Thesis, Term
Papers, Nursing, Group Projects.
insures. Al Formats. Specializing
in APA. Spelling/ Grammar/
Punctuation/ Editing. 27+ is En.
PAM’S
FR3FESSONN. WORD PRXESSNG.
247-2681, 8arry8pm.

50004 SQ. FT. CUSTOM HOME
to share In SJ, located on a
2 1/2 acre lot with panoramic
view, 10 miles from campus. ANNA’S WORD PROCESSING
$600/mo + uti I 408-296-8000 x 11 Term papers, thesis, resumes.
for more information.
group projects,etc. Typewriter
for your applications bawd/law
school, etc. Tape transcription.
Fax Machine. Notary Public.
Call Anna at 972-4992.
00017M11.11 MG BLOWOUT SALE
Sat. and Sun. Dec 5th and 6th. PROFESSIONAL Wad Processing
All clothing no more than $3. Theses, Term Papers, Resumes.
Grab Prciects. etc. Al formats,
Blowout prices on appliances.
specializing in SPA. Tape
furniture, housewares. more. Ore
at Goodwill, 1080 N. 7th St. Si.
transcription. Fax mac -site.
9-4 both days. Cash or credit Experienced, dependabie. quick
return. Almaden/Branham area.
cards only. AA sales final.
Call Linda (408)2644504.
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MMMM
STEAMBOAT Coloreds Jan. 101.5
$549. with the SJSU Ski & ININTING HELP: (510)6014854.
Snowboard Club. Includes
Highest quirky *Ming edihng,
flight out of Si, full condos 5 ghostwriting. Essays, application
night stay. 4 of 5 day lift
statements, reports, etc.
pass, 2 hot tubs. parties & great
Please call Den Bolicii.M.A. at
snow. Students & non-students.
(510)1101-5554 or
Call Mark at 408-292-0955.
email bialkkellarst.rom
VISA/MasterCard accepted.
FREE writing tips now available at
www.acadesticralting.cern
UMM
UNDY HOP ZYDECO DANCES.
some Fridays, at First Christian.
80 S.Rfth St. Call 408-356-1375.
MELIOMM
WADES Damian NileSsMilspelr
Your #1 insurance specialist.
Spedelidng in minor & mid-size
damage. VIA our web site at:
www.wedesdynernic.corn
Address: 440 N. let St. #1.20
Rime: (408) 287-8337
email: p.waNNIlernatigsu.edu

MAWR
SE MAXIMA
HAWAX $199 o/w
CARRIB/MEXICO r/t (pus taxes)
EUROPE $448 r/1 (plus tees)
OPEN ONE MR RETURN
CHEAP FARES WORLDVADE!!!
CALL: 415834-9192
http://lnev.airhitch.org
MO MEM PI MAZATLNI Ma
Dec 22 Jan 8. 1.200 sq/ft
condo. 1 bdrm sleeps 6. on
beech. only $1100 per/reek. 4 a
We of luxury. Cal 408-924-3074

CREDIT UNION ASSISTANTS - SAVE MART SUPORAMMETS
Job Code 10SPD. Part-Time &
JOIN OUR TEAM!!
Full-Time. No Weelerce tio Sales We are remodeling our stores in
LOSE WEIGHT NOW1100 people Quotas. Minimum $11.50/hr to
San Jose and Milpitas!
mined. Wel per you to 10010-29 start. Provide meter and teller And Omega New Sloe in kisenter
lbs in 30 days. 408-225-7250. services. Requires HS Diploma
at 3457 Mdre Rd. San Jose
or equivalent and 2 years teller,
Positions Available:
MEN & WOMEN
proof, statements, vault or ATM *Grocery Clerks Produce Clerks
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
experience. We offer generous Bakery/Dal Clerks Service Clarks
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing compensation and benefits nclinIrg GM Clerk Mest/Seefood Oaks
or using chemicals. Let us
medical, dental, vision, retirement, All positions offer competitive pay
permanently remove your
special employee loans and
and a full benefits package!
unwanted hair. Back Chest - Lip oppahratles for tuition assistance. Please see store manager for art
Bikini Chin - Tummy etc.
Qualified candidates should fax application At. blowing locations:
Students & faculty receive 15% or send resume to 4067582565.
3251 So. White 81. San bee
discount. First apes. 1/2 price If STAR ONE ECU. HR Dept., P.O.
3475 McKee Rd San Jose
made before 12/31/98.
Box 3843, Sunnyvale, CA 94088
1070 Story Rd. San Jose
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow.
3643. Flame include job code.
1641k, Capitol Ave San Jose
621 E. Campbeil he. #17, Orb.
215W. Calaveras BL ’Aortas
(4011) 379-3500.
SALES CLARK -F/T & P/T positions.
To promote a drugfiee work
Reable hates.
environment, we do preemplornent
CARPAL TUNNO. SYNDROME CAKE DECORATOR F/T & P/T dug testing Sere Mart Supennelet
Hand numbness, Tingling
positions. Experienced in fiee-hand is en Equal Opportunity Employer.
sensation, Loss of fine touch. decoration &=Icales.
Accidentally dropping things?
ASSISTANT
MAKE MONEY AT NOME while
It may be less serious.
We will train you in all aspects of studying! Good also for at-home
It is not necessarily CTS.
scratch baking, preparation of moms. ?Ay laundry. $5 per load.
mixes, fillings & toppings. P/T to $5 pickup. $5 delivery. Rose
Call for free consultation.
Or. Lee Oliva Chiropractor.
F/T hours as business permits.
Garden area. 408-977-4104.
408-247-2222.
DELIVERY DRIVER
P/T early am shift 5:30-7:30. No IrIARKETIM ASSOCIATES MEMO
egerlarte needed. beat hem dean
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC
Unlimited income Potential.
Unwanted hair removed forever. &Ng mood. kW. Sunrise Battery
Complete training.
Specialist. Confidential.
6668 Blossom Hill Rd. San Jose, R.F.Berng, Irdeperdent Assodele
UYour own probe or disposable. or FAX issue to: 408-226-9605.
(4013)858-7841 or (4081304-1311
335S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247-74116
ME OLD SPAHETTI FACTORY
RIPUTABLE MONTESSORI
Now hiring for part time positions. looking for DANCAFE STAFF person.
We offer
Parttime (2:30.6:30). Working
Flexible sdiedules, day or evening.
with elementary aged children.
EMPLOYMENT
a great environment with
Contact Use at 401872653110.
ACCOUNTMO /*Marti Slag
excellent benefits.
Canter 905. Riney Rotor
NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED!!
Sane MISTAWIECH /ppettoe
Lamas &Ramat ear San km
We hie curtain training progrand for long term employment in low
CPA km, has several fuNlime
We are looting for neat. alp, & Voltage aye. trade. Start salary
intern pcabre amiable br rear
sewn psople n the folowing areas: 39-611. Med/Dental & Retmt.
here 1.244 - 1/23. $10/1T.
Food Senn(’ 121 or older please). Contact Gene 40139910560.
Emit kbakerOptircom cal
Hostess, Flusser, & Kitchen Help.
408-558-4190 fornalcalch
Apply in person
SECURITY
2prn to 4pm. Mon. thru Fri.
Aboorn Private Security
SERVERS SNAMINDIRS Wanted
51 N. San Pedro, San Jose.
We will train you.
All shifts available. Great tips!
Student Friendly.
Contact An %son 408.377.6456.
WNW= TRAME-lbisairasting
FT, PT, Wites & Minds.
firm needs energetic person to
All shifts, Redbie Schedule
INSTRUCTMIForDevelemisestelly train and motivate sales reps.
408.247-4827
Disabled knits Mg independently 20-36 hrs. wk. Salary + bonus.
n Farrar or Pleasartin. Car ambed Downtown San kn. 408/4940203.
ATTE/MONO Ready to lose
2 cceftons PT ti FT. $10/1v + bees
those unwanted pounds?
when Ff. User-friendly non-profit
TEACHERS
Get paid to lose weight.
agency. 510-832-7126.
SCIENCE ADVENTURES
Safe, natural, Dr. approved.
Seeking Dedicated Instructor for
Karen (401) 5668124
ADMIN NEEDED Fast growing
exciting ’hands on" science
email: looseinchesgahotmail.corn
promotional products company in
371nrafterschool.
Campbell needs well organized.
ours per week.
GROOMS/CS ASST/KEIMEL IMP
reliable person to work 15-25
Experience preferred.
needed for small, exclusive shop
hours/week. Duties included a
To apply call
and kennel. PT. Toss-Sat. Must
variety of administrative tasks.
1-800-472-4362 ext. 245/297. be reliable, honest, able to do
Rene hats/des. $8.50 per hair.
physical work. Exp. working
Fax resume to 408-866-0749 or CRUM SHP IMPLOWAINT Work- w/dogs preferred, but will train.
cal 408-866.7000.
ers earn up to $2.000+/month Great oppty for dog lover! $6.50 hr.
(w/lips & benefits). World Travel! Can FAX resurne to 408/3770109
REPUTABLE MONTESSORI
Land -Tour jobs up to $5,000- or Call 371-9115.
looki for
37.000/summer. Ask us how!
INFANT TEACH
ASSISTANT
517-3384235 Ext. C60411
ACTRIN DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY
(12:00 - 6:30) M -F and
PLUS seeking Infant. Todder, and
TE.iff3H0ERIA3oSS1IHSTFANT
PAD MANAMMINT IMEIVISHIP Pierinol Tetras arid Aides. F/T &
College Works Painting, a sub- P/T positirns aniable. Substitute
Contact Lisa at 408-723-5140. sidiary of National Services Group positions are also available that
is now hiring for Spring/Summer offer flexible hours. ECE units ate
SAN JOSE REP THEATRE is 1999. Duties inane interviewing, required for teacher positions but
hiring for its 1999 Subscription hiring, development or customer not required for Aide positions.
Campaign! P/T eve hours. Close relations, control of marketing arid Excellent opportunity for Child
to SJSU. Call Matt 367-7232.
sates & production management. Development mann. Please call
Cal 888/4509675.
Cathy for an interim at 2441968
wnw.collagewonta.com
TELEFUNDRAISING
or fax nasurne to 2487350.
Are you articulate? Engaging?
Earn $14-$20/hr helping
MAKE MONEY NOW
TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS
Metal Thane thrive in SaUote.
in Telecommunications and
School year & summer. Rem
Internet. Set your own hours school -age rec. program. P/T
Call Thorn 408-453-7138.
from 2-6pm. IAF during the
(408)7938151.
TELEIJUJES/GOLF - Sports mindschool year. Some P/T morning
ed. aggressive. Hourly + bonus + TEACH 11WRC SOCOLPNITTNE positions availabie from approx.
incentives. SJSU location. Contact %retards & menires. No egalendi 7arri1Isn F/T during summer die
James 295-4810.
necessary. Follow our lesson pen. camp prog. XInt salary, no ECE
Met hoe rod connalattat Ode. units req. Los Gatos-Saratoga Rec
AFTER SCHOOL CAM WORKERS rtemnsible & Weds. 408971-7557 DeptCaN Janet at 311441700 a223.
Date Trait Sctin
needed. flex hours. $7/hr. Please
W. Sin Pats Si. San Jan
cal Paul or Dan 0287-3939.
WANT TO LAM EXTRA MONEY
LOVE CHIUNIENT?
DAYeARENACHIERS.
BULLDOG GOLF CO. is hiring
TOP PAYI
sales representatives for our
immediate temp/perm
K-8 school seeks respsnsible
Individuals for extended daycare. office located adjacent to SJSU.
substitute positions as
P/T nee afternoon. No ECE units No eminence needed. We will
TEACHERS or ASSISTANTS
at After School Programs,
nnuted. Revtous eminence with train. Minimum of $10 per hour
to $20 per hour, + bonuses +
children pretend. Please call
Day Care Centers. Etc.
2441968x 16
incentives. Fun environment.
(408) 866-8550
408-295-4810.

HEALTH & BEAUTY

MUNOLIAL TUTORIAL CENTER
Math: Algebra - Geometry
250IMI APNTITSIff -11175/%10. Statistics Trig - Calculus
Security type building
Relics: Mechanics - Dectilr
Secure Parking
SAT. GED CREST ESL - TOER
Close To Campus
CompLter. %Least, VC++
Modem Building
Spanish: AN lens
Laundry Room
Call: Michael 408-298-7576
Village Apartments
tutor907630aolcom
576 South Fifth Street
(408) 295-6893.
[MUSH EDITING TUTORING
Experienced with the needs of
SPACIOUS 1 a 2 NORM APTS. Foreir Students.
Use in luxury and walk to school! Credentialed Teacher 8, MA
We offer. pool, spa, sauna, full Go To: www.keEditoccom
gym, on -site management, all Ard/Or Cal Jessica 408/9788034
appliances included. central A/C. SJSU Alumni & Member of SOUL:
Stop by today for a tour.
See Our Unkersity library.
Open Monday thru Saturday.
THE COLONNADE
201 So. 4th St. (408) 279-3639.
MBLEMMWM
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POST YOUR RESUME on the WEB
For $35- post on 15 Web sites.
Send resume + payment to:
POM Graphics. 225 Corning Ave.
Milpitas, CA 95035.
Send salary mkt x F/T or P/T.
Sere money and time!
Reauiters call you directly!
We accept credit cards.
PROOFREADING/EDITING
Term Papers - Theses
Have your papers inspected for
organization and grammar by
Alicia. SCU Graduate BA in English Juns Doctorate
1408) 229-9305.
STUMM MTN. PLAN I
Only $57.00 per year.
Save 30% - 60%
on you dental needs.
For info cal 1-800-6553225
2,MnMn
PAY YOUR TUITION giving away
FREE Motorola Parrs. $89 value.
Cal 1-8882400310, gar monad
I 0098544. For WEB SURFERS:
htto://www.tel3.com/0098544/
or Pall me at 1831-3712010.

AB OPPORTUNITIES!!!
BALANCE ’Your Staffing solutron’
2355 De la Cno
Setts Oats, CA 95050
TEL: 408-980-9000
FAX: 408-980-9950
weri .bal incest aff .com
Positions hrailable:Warehouse,
Clerical. Administrative Assistant,
Manufacturing Customer Service.
DOWNS INSTMACTOR
We are looking for students
to teach driving full/part time.
Will train. Must be 21.
$9.00 to start. Call 363-4182.
IIRCEPTIOMST
We are looking for a part time
receptionist, mornings/weekends.
Call 363-4182.
INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES
Special Ed / Regular Class.
1852- $11.70/1v. Saratoga School
District. Cal 4011/111174424x200
for applicaten & information.
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Part-time. Raabe Hours.
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown San lose.
Inner City Express.
22 W. Saint John St. San Jose.
ACUFACTS SECURITY
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Great Job fix Students.
F/T or P/IAN Shifts Available
Permanent Shifts & Schedules
Top Pay at/Many Benefits!
Cat or apply in person
(41:8)286-5880
555 D Meridian Me. Si.
between San Canis &Ream/
bent te Cud an Pero 9bie.
TUTOR WANTED kr 10 yr en 01.
Needs extra help in math, some
language arts; my home, 141711,
3:305:30. Cal Paula 926-3944.
TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
sell discount subcriptions to Bay
Area newspapers. Auto dialers.
flexible Its, 9arn9prn. Downtown
near lightrail -4 blocks from SJSU.
Hourly $f plus bonus. Media
Promotions 4940200.
TEACHER INSTRUCTOR
P/T Elementary Schools.
Degree crOedenbal NOT Raquied.
0Oportunity for Teacart Expeience.
Need Car.
Vete Met (408)287-4170M. 408
E0E/ME

MMMM
AUTO INSURANCE
Carnpus Murano, Sages
Sredal Stscrint Rogenis
%Mrs SJSU for 20 yarn
’Great Rates for Good Cams’
’Good Rams for NonGocd Dears’
SPBC1AL DISCOUNTS:
’Good Students’ ’Educators’
SdandMA
MrsTOA’s Y 2985270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO 0$UGAT1ON
Nilo Men Satuders 9-2.

ME A PHONE LATELY?
Licensed pubfic unity, NY stock
ascharge teiecornmercations
wormy is bolting for you.
Earnurimited residual income.
International expension coming
soon. Set your own hours.
8013714366

Certain advertisements IN
Mese osimas way rear am
reerir In speak telephar
numbers or addresses for
additional informatien.
Clemilled rearm should be
readeded Met, Mien nendig
lasso MIMI mated% Om
samid Naar complete
beermetien before semen%
rowary ke reit en mences.
IN addltien, readers sheer
carellidly ralettipmeit aim
ainpleynient listings
for di
aseellans anwercir

COMPUTERS ETC.
COMPUTER RENAISSANCE
We buy. sell II trade COMPUUNI.
MIL Pentium, Mac, 8
Notebooks. Refurb’d equiPment
Is werrentled.
Prompt Meek a. Upgrades
5% Student/Fit Discount w/ID
5263 Prospect Rd. Si, between
Hwy IS 250 rim Lawrence Bray.
4011-11714070

_____
L RATES FOR NATIONAL/AGENCY RATES CALL 408-924-3277
DAILY CLASSIFIED - LocA
Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

CILILICIUULICIULIULLILILILILIUULLILIOUCULILIUL1
LIULLICICIULLILILILIZILLIULILLILIULICILIULIULLILI
LILLILIUCILLILLIUULILILILILILLILILIUL1LIUCILLILL1
pLILILICILIEJLILICIUULIUULICILIDCLIJUUCILILLILILI
Ad Rates:

3 -line minimum
Two
Three
One
Days
Days
Day
3 Iles
$e
$7
$86
4 Ines
111
$10
91
5 Ines
$7
sit
$0
6 Inn
se
$10
$12
Si for each acklional line.

Please check /
one classification:

Nino

Fox
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

Mar die MI dry, rite Inaeages by $1 Per My.
ThAdscistsomilne 215 spree) aft In bon b rip extra crags.
words maleble in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
3-9 liner $70
10-14 Ines: $90
15-19Inas: $110

Flee

Days
$13
$14
$15
$14

Adder
De

NIP

Zo cote

Press
Send check or money order to
Spartan Deity aasairtixfs
Son Joie Stele
SanJois,
tEttlev2.-431119
Ciessilled desk is located in Marl Brinell Hall, Roan 209
IR Delano: 10:00 a.m. two weekdays before publication.
CM ads are prepaid. No Winds on cancMed ads.
Ram for ocreecuilim gribIcalore Mee only.
OUESTIONS? CALL NOM 024427?

VAL/TPA/MOM - Valets needed
for P/T eves & weekends. Fun.
flexible Job during school. Pant
cars for weddings, parties end
special events in the Los Gatos
area. Must be outgoing. friendly.
and neat in appearance. No
previous experience rwc. Must be
able to drive a 5 sp and have a
valid CDL and your own Weep.
Earn up to $12.00/a with Tips.
TEACHERS, FT/PT, excellent Cal Michael rides Ore valet
salary & benefits, med/dental (600)1126111171.
vacation/sick pet, prof. des, 3,
ratio 1:9, beautiful park-like
TEACHNI opronternas. hist
playground, strong team
quality, Ncensed children cartes
environment! Min. 12 ECE units.
for 242 year olds. Recreation
Enjoy your work with children! enricMient curriculum.
Charmer Preschool 378-7805, Rene PT/FT positions
Fax resume to 378-4121.
Days, Eves, Weekends
Team Bwironment
AFTERNOON TEACHER
Min 6 ECE required
GREENHILLS PRESCHOOL
Eam while Km learn
571 N. 3rd St.
In house training
Minimun 12 Early Childhood
Benefits available
Ed. units required.
Growing throughout the Bay Area
3 5 days /week
lidsPark 260-Psi9, Fax 283-7366
Cali: 286-1533
Fax: 295-6197
EXPEMENCED TUTORS MEND
NI attracts: Rah through twelfth
VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS
filon. trough Al. 3 to Spit
Ambitious and energetic people elsOCTO’ per mo. 1408)255-5247,
needed. FT/PT. Earn $8415 per
hour (average). Flexible, will wont DIRECTORS TIMM AMIM
around you school schedule. Thinking about a career viorking sSIt
Looking for cart drivers for week- chiden? The YMCA of Santa Ore
ends only. Lots of fun and Valley is now hiring for poschool aid
earn good money. Call: (408) schoolage chid care Qantas in Se,
867-7275 Receptionist will Jose, Cupertino, Santa Clans Los
connect you to our voicemail. Giros,
Saratoga,
Campbell,
Leave name and number where Emmen an Makes. Full and partyou can be contacted.
time positions wale* - hours
flexible around school. Fun start
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
teams, gest experience in working
up to $600/month!
%Lath chillen, career arnencement,
Become a Sperm Donor.
and good training opportunities.
Healthy males, 19-40 years old Teachers require nininun 6 trots in
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty ECE
P A**
Contact California Cryobank sociology, physical eduaition and/
650-324-1900, M -F, 8-4:30 or other related fields. Please call
Beth Prato at 408-291-8894 for
more information ad locations.
OVUM DONORS NEEDED
Women ages 21-32, Healthy,
Responsible. AN Nationalities.
IMMOIR TRAME4Isismertrting
firm needs energetic person to
Gve the Gift of Life!!!
$3,300 stipend & expenses pied train and motivate sales reps.
20-36 hrs. wk. Salary + bonus.
We especial* need
Downtown Sari Jose. 403/4940203.
Japanese and OWlese Donors.
PLEASE CALL US AT WV/FC
(IMO) 314-9914
Mal WORLD SCHOOLS
is hiring Teachers, Aides & Site
fa their School Age Chad Care
Centers in San tee. ECE. CD,
Psych Soc. or Ric units req.
We Offer Competitive Pay,
Excellent Training, and a
Great Work Environment.
If you are interested call
(408) 283-9200 ext. 21.

WORK MOM HOME
Internahorel Business Expending
$500- $2,500/mo. Spare Time
$3.000 $6,000 mo. RAI Time.
We will train you.
http://www.cashellip
or Psi: (4011) 882-

UMMMM
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
accepting students who wish to
are In playing guitar or bets. As
levels welcome: Beginning.
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
any styli: Jazz. Blues. Rock,
Fusion, Funk. Reggae, or Folk.
Cal 18111 at 408-298-6124.

FAX: 408-924-3282

_Canoe Clubs’
Ono Messages’
Ewer
Amancernints
_Um and Found"
Vdulsers’
For SW
_Autos For Sale’
_Computers Et ’
_Wanted’
_Entioarisni
_Opporliness

_ FeatHousrg
_Shred Hwang’
_Real Estate
Sammie
_Hisellheesully
_Sratiffivise
_Inesance
Ereeismwer
Travel
_Tuicarg’
Word Proaisang
_ Scrolerens

Special student rates available for these classifications. $5.00 tor a3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
In D8H209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads are offered tree, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.

Daily
OSS WORD
ACROSS
I
5
9
13
15
16
17
18
19

Shoe pan
Hold tight
Italian city
Love, in Pans
Imported car
Like 4 or 8
Lariat
Mighty predator
Island off
Indonesia
20 Japanese
money
21 Type of mutton
23 Transported by
truck
25 Wild goat
26 Salon buy
27 Convenience
30 Antlered animal
31 Lasses
32 Biased
37 Gymnast Korbut
38 Pleats
40 Pretty Woman"
lead
41 Looked angry
43 Concorde. eg
44- clii selfdefense art
45 Yuletide singer
47 Flower part
50 Popular cookie
51 How-to book
52 Curter and 53 Myra, for
short
56 -The AIncan
Queen"
scriptwriter
57 Roof pet
59 A base
61 Lawn
82 Kill
83 ’30s actor Jack
64 Poker stake
85 Pie pans
66 Clutter

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

MMM MOW
@MUM
=MON WINO MMMM
OMMUM WMMII YAM
@MEMO BUIDHOOMUM
MOOMMI MI=
MOM WNM WNW
MINIM MOMMOMNM
WHOM
MON
MOO
WMIUMWNMN OWWMOW
BOW RWO EWN
MOO MMUUMUOW
DOMMODUWO WOMMN
NUM NOMN =WINO
NWON MUM NWNMEI
NUMMI
LIMMU UMM
,996 Unoted Fealur Syrufcsie

DOWN
I
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
14
22
24
25
28
27
28
29
32

Fluctuate
Henn’s girl
Gamlen
Situate
Milky Way. e g
Undo
Wedding vow
Tiny apertures
Picture puzzle
Racetrack
shapes
Confused
struggle
Oklahoma city
Synagogue
leaders
Soak (flax)
Diving birds
Male s kin
Patch
Excited
Factory
Hence
Ancient

33
34
35
36
38
39
42
43
45
46
47
48
49
51
52
53
54
55
58
60

Ice house
Agreement
Seabird
Forest ruminant
Most donate
Eye. in Quebec
Sanger James
Coniurers word
Flocks
’Chances -Idolater e g
Motionless
Jacket material
Poet Angela)
"Terrible
czar
Be fond of
Goddess of
discord
Celebratory
poem
Actress
MacGraw
’Green Eggs
and

MAINE EWEN
MEMO
MEMEM NENE WENN
MONNE MN= WENN
WEN Ad= MOM
MN= WENN=
EINEM= WEE
WMMEMMild
MENEM
MEEN &MEN WENN

mummamm

mom

MEE &ANNE=
MIME= MENE
MENNEN MINN dad
MINN AMEN MAINE
MUM MINN MENNE
MN=
MN= MN=

1
--arumeleare....11Mbreer.A.--..--.......i....155111111.1111.1111111111111.11111111111111111111

Veterans: Waiting for benefits
Continued from page 1
said
veteran
purposes,"
Florencio Espina, who served for
three years in the U.S. military
and is a member of the Veterans
of Foreign Wars. "But that is all
we have until we are recognized
as veterans. We have to take the
SSI. That is how we are
surviving.
"We all fought with
Japanese. I had never
been a soldier before. I
was a farmer, but it was
either fight or they (the
Japanese) kill us," he
said.
Espina came to the
United States in 1985.
Although he said life in
the Philippines could be
easier for him, he prefers
to stay in the States
because now he "feels
American."
"I’ve been speaking
English since the first
grade, where I would be
fined if I spoke Tagalog," Espina
said. Tagalog is the main native
language of the Philippines.
’rhere are more than 100
dialects spoken throughout the
islands.
"Now I am already an
American citizen. I am supposed
to stay here and die here. When
I was born, I was born as a
national of the United States
because the Philippines was a
protectorate," Espina said.

11

He now comes to the
Northside Community Center to
be with other veterans, play
pasoy (Russian poker) and eat
meals the center provides to the
seniors. The center also provides
assistance in dealing with

come together, enjoy each other,
get a good nutritious meal and
get help if they are experiencing
any medical problems associated
with aging."
The seniors also get a free
medical checkup when they first
come to the center,
according to Menor
Since they are considered U.S. citizens under
the Immigration Act of
1990, they are not
always screened and
cleared for health, he
said.
"Immigration usually
screens visitors because
they will go back to their
country," Menor said. "If
people are staying in the
Jocelyn de Leon
luncheon co-coordinator country, they are sometimes more lax about it."
The center plans to
expand programs next
year, including an 81 unit low-income housing
Supplemental Security Income complex. Optional donations
and Medicare and MediCal received for the luncheon from
forms as well as some medical guests other than the veterans
services, including free blood will go toward the expansion.
pressure checkups and an annu"We think it’s really inspiraal flu shot vaccination. The case tional to give back to our elders,"
workers from the center also said Jocelyn de Leon, co-coordiassist the veterans in getting nator of the luncheon. "We reap
food stamps and subsidized the rewards of their struggle.
housing.
We’ll never be able to repay
"For many of our seniors, this them, but this way we can show
is their other ’bahay’ (home)," them how much we appreciate
Menor said. "This is where they them."

We think it’s really inspirational to give back to our
elders. We reap the rewards
of their struggle.

MIXED MEDIA

Kirby: Look ’em in the eye
Continued from page 1
drives athletes crazy is when
they are asked dumb questions, misquoted, asked questions of a negative or a controversial nature, unprepared
reporters and when they are
asked personal questions.
She said those interviewing
athletes should find a more
passive, unaggressive way to
phrase a sensitive subject by
not directly accusing them or
pointing out their faults.
Kirby also gave students
advice on having the appropriate appearance for the job they
seek.
"If you look like the person

whose job you want, you’ll get
the job," she said.
Eye contact is another factor
Kirby said helps a person succeed. During her lecture, she
had students stand in front of
the class and tell a story while
maintaining eye contact with
others. Journalism student
Lance Analla had difficulty
maintaining eye contact while
telling a story to the class.
"I didn’t know what to say,
and I didn’t have time to prepare," he said. "I learned I had
to maintain eye contact and
have confidence."
Before founding Andrea

Kirby Coaches Inc., Kirby
worked 20 years in the sports
broadcasting industry as an
anchor reporter and a play-byplay reporter.
McDermand said he tries to
bring someone of interest to
lecture his class. He said he
read about Kirby in a magazine and asked her to lecture
his class because they could
learn about how to go about
interviewing.
"She reinforced some things
in the approach of what your
attitude has to be when interviewing a difficult subject," he
said.

Nutrition: Students can eat healthy
Continued from page 1
One option students have to
fulfill the requirement is becoming a peer nutrition educator.
Dana Rogers developed the peer
nutrition education program
with Wang and Nancy Black, the
San Jose State University
Health Center dietician.
She said 12 students opted to
join the program, which is in its
first semester on campus.
"(Nutrition) is not the kind of
topic you can read in a book,
take a test on and know how to
be a peer educator," Rogers said.
She said student presentations fall into four main cate-

gories: general nutrition, body
image, sports nutrition and
healthy student lifestyles.
Educators show students how
knowledge of the food pyramid
can lead to healthy choices.
Contrary to common belief,
Rogers said, it is possible to be a
student and eat healthfully.
"Just because you have to get
to campus at 6 ( a.m.) to park and
your class is at 3 (p.m.), what
can you eat on campus that fits
into a healthy diet?" she asked.
"We’re trying to make students
aware of the options they have
here."

Rogers said not all students
know there is a registered dietician in the Health Center to
answer their questions.
All students pay for this service through a mandatory fee
included when they register for
classes.
Black, the dietician, saie to dents gain valuable experience
by participating in the peer
nutrition program.
"It expands the outreach abilities of the student health center," Black said. "All (students)
are going on to be dieticians or
nutritionalists."

by Jack Ohman
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Graduation
Accelerati n

TRANSFERABLE UNITS
CLOSE TO HOME
FOR ONLY

$12

PER UNIT!

Savvy’ SJSU students
have learned that

EARN 3 UNITS 1N 3 WEEKS

Winter
Session

NTERSESSION BEGINS JANUARY 4 & ENDS JANUARY 20

units help them

graduate up to
two years earlier.
Earn up to 4 units

in 3 weeks.

Classes Start
Monday, January 4, 1999
Free Schedules Available Now
Administration Building 103 lobby
Spartan Bookstore
Business Student Advising Center
Student Resource Center
Student Union Information Center
Clark library lobby
Wahlquist North lobby
Parking garage stairwells
Robert’s Bookstore
Coll 408-924-2630 or
Email infooconted.sjsu.edu

http://info.sjsu.edu/

or

r. ’PeoN
***4*
4, 146
L.44t
San Jose State
UNIVERSITY
You ide net Wee to ekes*/ attend
SJS41 to register ter Winter Session.

YOU CAN REGISTER FOR THE FOLLOWING
GENERAL EDUCATION COURSES IN THE FOLLOWING PROGRAMS
DURING OUR WINTER 1NTERSESSION:
Business Information Systems
Computer Information Systems
Child and Family Studies
Administration of Justice
Communication Studies
Physical Education
Political Science
Sign Language
Philosophy
Psychology
Economics
Sociology
Speech
History
Drama

EVERGREEN
VALLEY COLLEGE

SAN JOSE
CITY COLLEGE

270-6441

288-3700
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THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN WHERE YOU ARE
AND WHERE YOU WANT TO BE.

vvvvvv.sjeccd.cc.ca.us
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